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FROM•THE
EDITOR
Dear Reader,

It’s been a while since the last one, I
know, but frankly EVERYONE is busy
between December and February and
you wouldn’t have read it anyway, so
there.
Christmas, New Years, and now
Valentine’s day have come and gone
and as of yet articles have been
slim…. But CIVSOC events are back
in full swing! For those of you that
missed Bar Night, shame. The good
news is that we’ve got Philosophy
Night this Thursday, and Pub Quiz 2
coming up so get ready for a serious
pizza setback to your summer bods.
We’re featuring an article from one of our IROP Students, as well as a humorous
account of a recent 4th year trip to the one and only Aachen; not to be missed.
As usual, there’s some funny stuff at the end for your amusement.

This isn’t a big one, but hopefully it’ll keep you a little entertained! As usual, keep
an eye out for CIVSOC events and emails…. The big one is coming soon (BOAT
PARTY).
LIVIC is available on the CIVSOC website, read it anywhere, anytime!
Truss me.
All the best,
Maurice
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•OUR EVENTS•
NIGHT OF ENGINEERING
PHILOSOPHY WITH ALUMNI
When: 18:00—Late Thursday 16th February
Where: 224/240
The department get together for free cheese,
wine, soft drinks and snacks to fuel the lofty
exchange of ideas, and to debate the more
profound problems that plague engineers.

METIS TALK
When: 12:00—14:00 Thursday 16th February
Where: 201
This talk will be about Metis Consultants Ltd's
work on flood prevention ! Be sure to join us,
and as always, free tea coffee and biscuits !

PANCAKE DAY
When: All Day Thursday 28th February
Where: BOSS
Pancake Day, Mardi Gras, also known as a day
to eat crepe, nutella, jam, sugar and honey with
no guilt ! Join us for a feast !

PUB QUIZ
When: 18:00—Late Thursday 9th March
Where: 224/240
A little friendly competition can’t hurt..
Especially when free pizza is involved!
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•MY IROP•
B y Te s s H e g a r t y ( M I T / C a m b r i d g e )

Me (second from left) and some other MIT exchange students enjoy a sunny day in
Hyde Park
This past summer, I was lucky enough to spend eight weeks in London while working on a
sustainable structural engineering research project at Imperial College London. It started with
an email at the end of January from a professor I’d had at MIT, sent to all CEE undergrads. His
email explained the IROP (International Research Opportunities Program) at Imperial College
London, and I was immediately interested. I had been in the UK for several months at that point
through the Cambridge-MIT Exchange Program, and I was already feeling like I would like to
spend more time in England. I wrote my application, describing my interest and experience in
sustainable structural engineering. Several weeks later, I was thrilled to hear that I was
nominated by Course 1 at MIT for the program. This meant I would be able to do funded
research for an Imperial Professor for eight weeks, as part of the research exchange program.
Housing and flights were also covered by the program, which would allow me to spend some
weekends traveling in England or other nearby countries.
Once I arrived at Imperial, I met with my research advisor, Dr. Phillips, and one of his graduate
students, Laura Bellamy, and then I was able to jump right into computational optimization

research. I used 3D modeling and finite element analysis software (Rhino, Grasshopper, and
Karamba) to maximize the utilization of steel elements in a longspan truss.
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The project I worked on was similar to UROP (Undergraduate Research Opportunities

Program) research I had done the previous summer in Dr. Ochsendorf’s lab, where I studied
the embodied carbon of low to mid-rise concrete buildings by creating a simplified parametric
building model. So I was familiar working with Grasshopper and Karamba to do finite element
model based structural analysis, as well as an understanding of the importance of minimizing
material quantities used in structural engineering projects, in order to minimize embodied
carbon. The Grasshopper model I created uses a multi-level optimization strategy to find the
ideal truss geometry for a given span and uniformly distributed load. The variable geometry is
the number of subdivisions, the height of the truss, and the cross section geometries (which
can vary from member to member and which are limited to circular hollow sections). As shown
in the graphic below, the “inner loop” optimizes cross sections of members by maximizing their
utilization (according to Eurocode 3), using the Optimize Cross Section component. The “outer
loop” optimizes the height of the truss by minimizing the mass for a given number of
subdivisions, using the Galapagos evolutionary solver.
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From there, by comparing the mass of steel used by trusses with various numbers of

subdivisions, we can determine the optimum number of subdivisions to minimize mass. For the
starting geometry and loading I chose (60 ft span and 25 kN/m uniformly distributed load), the
optimum number of subdivisions was twelve.
Laura, the PhD student with whom I worked, was implementing the same multi-loop
optimization structure as me, only using a different set of software tools, summarized by the
table below.

One output of my project was a Panopto video tutorial that walks through how to build a truss
model and perform optimization on it in the parametric environment of Grasshopper; it will be
used by Dr. Phillips’s students to learn more about parametric design and optimization. My
research leaves plenty of areas for future discovery and exploration. For example, the

grasshopper plug-in Octopus, which allows for multiple objectives to be weighed
simultaneously, could be used in place of the Galapagos evolutionary solver. The approach
could be extended from a truss to a longspan roof, or a steel framed building. Future research
can also consider the impact of different materials on embodied carbon and look into
constructability. Once Laura is able to implement a similar optimization in Abaqus and Python,
we can compare our results.

Exploring the city with other exchange students
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Research exchange students sharing a dinner on Woodward’s balcony

I intend to conduct research related to sustainable structural engineering for my PhD starting
next year. When I arrived in London in June, I had just spent the previous nine months at the
University of Cambridge in England. The time I spent in the UK greatly enhanced my overall
undergraduate experience, and helped me make up my mind to pursue a PhD.

Beyond the interesting and applicable research, the IROP program gave me a chance to travel
and explore with students from MIT and other schools. I had the chance to travel on weekends
to places in England and beyond, including Bath, Stonehenge, Guernsey, Ireland, Dover, and
Brighton. I enjoyed the lunches and evening activities planned for us by Imperial, especially
touring Parliament and watching A Midsummer Night’s Dream at Shakespeare’s Globe
Theatre. I really appreciate the work done by the study abroad offices and CEE departments at
MIT and Imperial in coordinating this program and giving students like me with such an
excellent opportunity. Most of all, I would like to thank Dr. Phillips and Laura Bellamy for
providing me with so much guidance and feedback over the course of the summer.
By Tess Hegarty (IROP Student,MIT/Cambridge)
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Counter • Erasmus

After a stressful exam season, a few other fourth years and I went on a crusade across Europe,
with the aim of ending up in Aachen to see what all the Erasmus kids were trying to get away
from.
After I missed my first flight, we all eventually made to
Amsterdam, a wonderful city filled with museums,
culture, canals and lush greenery. We stayed the “Tourist
Hostel Hotel Inn for Tourists” or something like that,
which I’d be happy to give a 4/5. When not admiring the
local flora we had a chance to explore the FOAM
museum; an edgy, avant-garde gallery flaunting tasteful
nudes and, sometimes, things that are tasteful and not
nudes. Other than that Chris enjoyed the clean toilets,
and we found Nav staring at a particularly fruity image of
three young Asian girls locked in an unusual embrace.
The Van Gogh museum was arguably one of the trip’s
highlights; Erfan and I prowled the four-floors of galleries
for hours with arms interlocked, commenting on the
brushstrokes and tones, motifs and glorious colours that
made our boy VG such a G. Erfan was especially fond of
the self-portraits, and narrowed down the equivalent
Instagram filters to Valencia, Lo-Fi or maybe X-Pro II.
Some of the group even went on a “free” tour, and you
wouldn’t believe the fun we had learning the family
friendly names for some parts of the Red-Light-District
like “Silicone Alley” and “Big Momma Road”. Jay played
the part of the one guy who kept answering all the camp
tour guide’s rhetorical questions, and he got them all
wrong, which made him the brunt of jokes for the
remainder of the tour.
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Next was Brussels, and to be honest apart from excellent beer and the wonderfully weird
Margritte museum there wasn’t much else to do really but walk and drink. We stayed at the
Meninger Hostel, situated within a giant old Brewery that boasted long wide corridors, and well
-furnished rooms. As for Brusels itself, the central square is definitely an impressive sight for
all its shininess, and at McDonalds there was a hamburger meal that had my name on it which
was nice, but the real novelty was getting jolly every evening at Delirium Bar, which holds the
world record for the largest available menu of beers at a single bar. The venue was full of funky
brewery-themed décor and a refreshing mix of tourists as well as locals; would happily
recommend this place if you ever have to kill a few hours, or a few brain cells.

As tight-knit as our group were there were some things we hadn’t yet gotten used to, like the
inordinate amount of time some of us took to get ready each morning/afternoon/evening. That
said, after Thilanka had finished his hourly bowel movement ,and Erfan his bath in baby oil, we
met up with Christina (our local Imperial guide) and had a great time drinking abnormally
strong beer out of abnormally big glasses until we’d filled Erfan’s snapchats with enough funny
antics to call it an evening. Rumour has it that Christina was still a little tipsy the next day for
her driving lesson, but she assures us that the terrible traffic was nothing to do with her.
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Finally Aachen, the Holy Grail. The plan was to meet up with Flo and Leo, Erasmus students
that we shared our third year with here in London, and for whom we have great love for looking
after us as our surrogate mum and dad. We stayed with Flo at his fraternity house, which was a
little like what you’d expect from American Pie except a lot more men and, for some reason
fencing. Although most of us have never heard of it, Aachen is actually one of the prettiest
towns I’ve ever seen; with cobbled streets, churches and cheap fast food it seemed to have it
all! That said, Flo stressed that his timetable often meant having to repeatedly trek across town
to get to different lectures which meant cars were a necessity, although with a pretty reliable
bus service we weren’t convinced he was really trying to make most of them anyway. The
nights were as varied as the people we met, with one evening sat in a wood-panelled room
drinking fancy liquor, smoking a pipe, and listening to slow jazz to shirtless antics and grotty
clubs and chips at 6am covered in strange sauce flown all the way from the Netherlands. In
between going out and causing mayhem we even got a chance to see the Aachen library, which
didn’t end up being a library because no one added a book-load when designing the floors, so
now it’s just a conference centre with a view. Nice.
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I’d be happy to visit Aachen again, and for those who haven’t gone yet I’d strongly suggest
befriending our current German Erasmus students (looking at you, Eva and Kika) for free
translating service and boarding. If you’ve got any crazy mini-tour stories, feel free to hit me
up, and I’ll feature them in the next edition of LIVIC!
Safe to say that the whole trip was thoroughly enjoyable, but I was pretty happy to get on a
plane and do nothing for a few days after what was an intense week of travelling and bonkers
stories. For anyone looking for expert advice on visiting Amsterdam, Brussels, or Aachen, I’m
your guy,

By Maurice Zard (4th Year Undergraduate, Civil and Environmental Engineering)
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BEST•OF
Bar Night
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ENGINEERING AND HIGH COMMAND
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- A n d w h e r e 23rd
t o fFebruary—Room
i n d t h e m -201
12:00-13:00—Thursday

In conjunction with:
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FUN UND GAMES
Good News!
For all you chocolate lovers, due to a overstocking we’re giving away hundreds of Valentine’s
Day Departmental-inspired chocolate boxes!
Featuring a variety of fun and exciting flavours, here are a few samples:

Professor Buenfeld’s:
Dark Chocolate truffles, covered in golden
shavings with a liquid diamond centre.

Professor Wadee’s
Caramel crunch brownie, mottled with shredded PhD theses
and tears.
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Professor Gardner’s
Orange swirl covered in steel shavings,
molten metal drizzle and torn up
running shoes

dr PhilliPs’
Layers of strawberry chessecacke sandwiched
between shavings of human femur

dr TaBorda’s
Gravel praline, with a Guinness flavoured soil
centre, in the shape of a triaxial test specimen

dr WonG’s
Smashable choc-crete blocks with a crumbly
cement centre
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